
LEGO CHARADES 



Thank you  

for your order! 

I hope that you will enjoy using this printable material.  

Please, remember that it is meant for personal or educational use only. Do 

not sell, modify or distribute through other websites.  If you find it useful and 

want to share it with someone, send them a link to Adventure in a Box! I’ll 

appreciate that very much. 

If you experience a problem with this file, please let me know, and I will do 

my best to fix it. I also enjoy seeing my materials in use, so if you share it on 

social media, do tag me! My social media accounts are below. 

Visit our website or join our mailing list to 

receive the latest updates on our projects 

and promotions! We have something new 

and fun happening every week.  

All the best, 

Liska 

https://www.adventure-in-a-box.com/
https://www.adventure-in-a-box.com/
https://facebook.com/adventureinabox
http://instagram.com/adventureinabox
https://pinterest.com/adventureinabox
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEp-l5ETUOpPoiRj4uvnQYw
https://adventure-in-a-box.com
https://www.adventure-in-a-box.com/newsletter-subscription/
https://www.adventure-in-a-box.com/newsletter-subscription/


HOW TO MAKE THE GAME 

 

Print and cut the LEGO challenge cards. Use the blank cards at the end of the doc-

ument to create the backs of the LEGO challenge cards.  

 

Print the die template, cut, fold and assemble with glue. 

 

SETUP TO PLAY 

 

Create a LEGO score board with LEGO tokens, or prepare a notepad for keeping 

scores. Arrange the LEGO challenge cards into five piles, based on the colour-

coded categories. 

 

Red: Vehicles 

Orange: Animals 

Yellow: Useful things 

Green: Outside 

Blue: Random (can be anything) 

 

Five sides of the die are colour-coded to match these five categories, and the sixth 

side allows the player to pick the category of his/her choice.  

 

OVERVIEW 

 

Each turn, one player will be building an item from LEGO, and the other players 

will be vying to guess what it is. 



HOW TO PLAY 

 

1. The player whose turn it is to build (the builder) throws the die to find out his/

her building category. 

2. The builder takes a card from the deck of the corresponding category. 

3. The builder can take a few seconds to contemplate which bricks he or she will 

need. Once he or she is ready to build, start the timer.  

4. While the builder is building, the other players try to guess what is being built. 

Once the right answer is given, the building stops, and both the builder and the 

guesser get points. 

5. The next person becomes a builder.  Play a few rounds (2-5, depending on the 

number of players), but make sure that everyone has been a builder an equal 

number of times.   

 

SCORING 

 

The builder gets points based on the speed and intelligibility of building, which is 

measured with a timer. How long did it take for other players to guess what was 

being built? 

• under 1 minute —the builder gets 3 points 

• under 3 minutes—the builder gets 2 points 

• under 5 minutes—the builder gets 1 point 

• over 5 minutes—the builder gets 0 points 

The player who guessed correctly gets 1 point. 

 

SIMPLIFIED SCORING 

 

Don’t use a timer and give 1 point each to the builder when his/her building is 

identified correctly and to the player who gave a correct guess. This simplifies the 

procedure of scoring a lot, but favours correct guessing over creative building. 





car tractor 

airplane ship 



train van 

bus wagon 



sled skateboard 

rocket truck 



submarine helicopter 

boat UFO 



butterfly spider 

fish dog 



camel dinosaur 

bat giraffe 



turtle starfish 

octopus snake 



whale bird 

frog cat 



book hat 

saw hammer 



lamp showel 

telescope camera 



bed chair 

table phone 



fork spoon 

glasses candle 



tree sun 

rainbow mushroom 



star leaf 

house lighthouse 



flower cloud 

snowflake cactus 



bridge mountain 

barn beach 



fire heart 

bottle snowman 



letter ice cream 

pizza hot dog 



candy cane robot 

crown stoplight 



monster balloon 

wand box 












